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We present a method based on steady state photoluminescence (PL) imaging and modelling of the
PL intensity profile across a grain boundary (GB) using 2D finite element analysis, to quantify the
recombination strength of a GB in terms of the effective surface recombination velocity ðSef f Þ. This
quantity is a more meaningful and absolute measure of the recombination activity of a GB
compared to the commonly used signal contrast, which can strongly depend on other sample
parameters, such as the intra-grain bulk lifetime. The method also allows the injection dependence
of the Sef f of a given GB to be explicitly determined. The method is particularly useful for studying
the responses of GBs to different cell processing steps, such as phosphorus gettering and hydrogen-
ation. The method is demonstrated on double-side passivated multicrystalline wafers, both before
and after gettering, and single-side passivated wafers with a strongly non-uniform carrier density
profile depth-wise. Good agreement is found between the measured PL profile and the simulated PL
profile for both cases. We demonstrate that single-side passivated wafers allow more recombination
active grain boundaries to be analysed with less unwanted influence from nearby features. The
sensitivity limits and other practical constraints of the method are also discussed. VC 2014
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4904963]
I. INTRODUCTION
Multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) is one of the most com-
monly used materials for solar cell applications. While being
lower cost, mc-Si solar cells generally have lower efficiency
compared to mono-crystalline silicon materials due to higher
impurity concentrations and the presence of crystal defects
in the materials. Grain Boundaries (GBs) are one type of
crystal defect which significantly affects the efficiency of
mc-Si solar cells. They can act as strong recombination
centres for carriers and hence can locally reduce the minority
carrier lifetime. Accurate measurement of the electrical
properties of GBs is essential for developing methods to
reduce their impact and therefore improving the performance
of mc-Si solar cells.
The electrical properties of GBs depend strongly on the
degree of symmetry or misorientation between the neigh-
bouring grains forming the GBs. Several works have
correlated the recombination strength of GBs with the coin-
cidence site lattice (CSL) GB type.1–3 The recombination
strength of GBs depends not only on the atomic coincidence
but also the contamination level in the material. Buonassisi
et al.4 showed that metal silicide precipitates are more likely
to form at GBs with lower atomic coincidence. Chen et al.2
observed a large variation of recombination strength among
different types of GBs in heavy contaminated wafers com-
pared to clean or lightly contaminated wafers, in which only
a small variation can be observed. Moreover, it has been
shown that the electrical properties of GBs change after
phosphorous gettering5,6 and hydrogenation.7,8 However, the
underlying mechanisms are not fully understood yet. Karzel
et al.1 studied different CSL GBs before and after phospho-
rous gettering and hydrogenation in wafers cut from
two individual mc-Si ingots and observed a distinct differ-
ence in the GBs from those two ingots in terms of their as
grown properties and their responses to gettering and
hydrogenation.
The majority of previous works have used signal con-
trast, which is defined as the ratio of the intensity of the pho-
toluminescence (PL) or electron beam induced current
(EBIC) signal between the GB and the intra-grain region, to
evaluate and compare GBs. Signal contrast is straightforward
and easy to calculate, thus allowing a large number of GBs
to be studied. However, it only provides evaluation of the
recombination strength on a relative scale and depends on
the lifetime of the intra-grain region, which is likely to vary
at different injection levels, among different wafers, or dur-
ing cell processing steps. As signal contrast is only a relative
and qualitative representation, it also prohibits a direct com-
parison of results from previous work. We have previously3
attempted to quantify the recombination properties of GBs
quantitatively through calculating the recombination current
induced by GBs, based on an approach proposed by
Augarten et al.9 for calculating shunt currents. This reflects
the effective detrimental influence of a GB in a mc-Si wafer
when it is illuminated, similar to a solar cell under normal
operation. Nevertheless, such a parameter might be mislead-
ing in representing the electrical properties of a GB as it
depends not only on the GB itself but also strongly on other
parameters such as the carrier generation rate and the life-
time of the grains near the GB. In order to clarify the root
cause of the varying recombination behaviour of GBs, it is
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more meaningful to evaluate the intrinsic recombination
properties of GBs, which are independent of the measure-
ment conditions or other sample parameters.
Donolato10,11 presented an analytical model to describe
the recombination properties of GBs and dislocations in
terms of interface recombination velocity and line recombi-
nation velocity. The works were further extended by Riepe
et al.12 and Stokkan et al.,13 who modelled the effect of
various GBs and dislocations on minority carrier lifetime for
Carrier Density Imaging (CDI) measurements, in terms of
parameters such as grain boundary misorientation and
capture cross section. Corkish et al.14 and Micard et al.15 pro-
posed a direct fitting procedure based on analytical modelling
to extract the effective surface recombination velocities
ðSef f Þ of GBs and the diffusion length in the neighbouring
grains from electron beam induced current (EBIC) and light
beam induced current (LBIC) profiles across a GB. In this
work, we present an approach based on the steady state pho-
toluminescence (PL) imaging technique and 2D modelling of
the PL intensity profile across a GB, to determine Sef f of a
GB, which is a more meaningful and absolute measure of
recombination activities than signal contrast or recombination
current. PL imaging is a rapid, non-destructive and spatially
resolved characterisation technique which has a variety of
applications such as carrier lifetime imaging.16 One major
advantage of the PL imaging technique is that it does not
require a cell structure or a pn junction, in contrast to EBIC
or LBIC measurements, thus reducing the difficulty of sample
preparation as well as the complexity of the modelling. In
this paper, we have applied the presented method to two
different types of samples. Firstly, the method is applied to
determine Sef f of several GBs in double-side passivated
mc-Si wafers, both before and after phosphorus gettering.
Secondly, the method is applied to mc-Si wafers with infinite
surface recombination at the rear surfaces, in order to
enhance the sensitivity of the method to strongly recombina-
tion active GBs, as explained in detail below.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Our presented model is a two dimensional simplification
of a three dimensional problem, assuming no variation in the
materials along the z-axis. Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic of
our 2D model, illustrating the interactions between a GB and
its neighbouring grains under steady state illumination. A
GB, modelled as a surface with an effective surface recombi-
nation velocity ðSef f Þ, is located between two neighbouring
grains, G1 and G2 with bulk minority carrier lifetime s1ðDnÞ
and s2ðDnÞ, respectively. The semiconductor is subjected to
a certain degree of surface recombination at both the front
and rear surfaces, depending on the films on the surfaces,
represented by Sf ront and Srear. Both Sf ront and Srear are
considered to be injection independent in our model, as the
surface recombination velocities are assumed to be either
negligible or infinite, as explained further below. Here, we
assume that the GB is perpendicular to the surfaces. The
semiconductor is divided into multiple nodes in both x and y
directions, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The local carrier concentra-
tion at each node is simulated using a finite difference
method based on the continuity equation, allowing for local
carrier generation, diffusion, and recombination. We then
modelled the PL profile across a GB through the rate of
spontaneous emission of electrons and holes via band-band
transitions, considering reflection, reabsorption of the emit-
ted PL and the quantum efficiency of the detector.
The simulated PL profile is a function of the incident
photon flux, the reflectivity, thickness, and doping of the
sample, the surface recombination velocity of the GB, the
lifetimes of the neighbouring grains forming the GB and
other instrument dependent parameters such as the quantum
efficiency of the detector. All the parameters except SGB can
be measured directly. The injection dependent bulk lifetimes
of the neighbouring grains are sample parameters required
for the model and are extracted from PL calibrated lifetime
images, as explained further below. A constant scaling factor
K is used for correlating the modelled PL signal to the actual
measured PL signal and is determined using the measured
PL intensity of a spatially uniform region in the sample.
Based on the model, we determine Sef f of a GB by fitting the
simulated PL profile with the experimental profile, using the
golden section search17 with SGB as the varying parameter.
The details of the modelling and a list of parameters required
for the fitting are given in the Appendix.
For samples with uniform carrier profiles depth-wise, it
is possible to simply fit the modelled carrier density profile
across a GB to the measured profile extracted from PL cali-
brated carrier density images, avoid the complexity of mod-
elling the PL signal. Modelling the PL signal, however,
allows the method to be applied to samples with non-uniform
carrier profiles depth-wise, such as single-side passivated
samples used in this work, which significantly broadens the
applicability of the method, as explained further below.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A. Sample preparation
Two groups of p-type boron doped mc-Si wafers were
used in this work. Wafers from the first group were around
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the presented 2D model. (b) Grid structure of the
semiconductor for finite element analysis.
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180 lm thick and were cut from a commercially grown direc-
tionally solidified ingot. Wafers from the second group were
cut from a different ingot, with a thickness of around 330 lm.
All the wafers were further cut into smaller pieces, followed
by a chemical etching using HF acid and HNO3 to remove
saw damage, and to create an optically planar surface.
Having such a planar surface is necessary for our simplified
modelling of the PL emission to be valid, with details
described in the Appendix. Although the chemical etching
can sometimes cause surface pits near GBs, these do not have
a significant impact in the PL images. Sister wafers in the first
group were further divided into two series. Wafers in the first
series were phosphorous gettered and then received an alumi-
num oxide film deposited by plasma-assisted atomic layer
deposition (PA-ALD) together with their non-gettered sister
wafers. Sister wafers in the second group were all phospho-
rous gettered, then divided into two series. The first series
received a silicon nitride film on both surfaces, while their
sister wafers received silicon nitride film on the front surfaces
and a thin metallic aluminum film on the rear surfaces using
metal evaporation, to achieve instantaneous rear surface
recombination conditions.18 The surface recombination ve-
locity at the rear surface ðSrearÞ is assumed to given by its
maximum value, 3 106cm=s.19 Silicon nitride films were
deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition
(PECVD). The double-side passivated wafers were used to
estimate the bulk lifetime for modelling, while the single-side
passivated wafers were used to investigate GB behaviour.
B. PL imaging
PL images were captured with a BT Imaging LIS-R1
tool, in which an 808 nm laser is used for carrier excitation.
The PL images used in this work have a pixel size of 22 lm.
In addition to the long pass filter used to filter the reflected
laser light, a short pass filter with a cut off wavelength of
1050 nm was placed in front of the detector to filter the emit-
ted band-to-band PL signal. The use of a short pass filter
reduces the impact of lateral light scattering both within the
sample itself and within the camera’s CCD chip on the cap-
tured PL images, therefore producing less blurred images.
Image deconvolution using an experimentally determined
point-spread function (PSF) was applied to the PL images to
further reduce the impact of image blurring caused by cross-
talk in the CCD chip. While the use of the short-pass filter
reduces this effect,20 it can still have some impact on the PL
contrast profile across a GB.
As input parameters, our model requires the bulk life-
time of the neighbouring grains ðs1ðDnÞ; s2ðDnÞÞ to be deter-
mined. The bulk lifetimes were measured in the intra-grain
regions, far away from the GB, using the PL imaging tech-
nique. It was assumed that negligible surface recombination
occurs at both the front and the rear surfaces as the wafers
were well passivated with Sef f < 10 cm=s, verified by com-
parison with mono-crystalline control wafers. A series of PL
images captured at different injection levels were used to
determine their corresponding injection dependence. The PL
images were calibrated into lifetime images based on an
optically corrected calibration constant extracted from
mono-crystalline calibration wafers, described in detail in
Ref. 21. A recently proposed carrier de-smearing technique22
was applied to the calibrated lifetime images to account for
the influence of lateral carrier smearing within the sample
and thus to allow more accurate extraction of the intra-grain
lifetime.
IV. RESULTS
A. Double-side passivated sample before and after
phosphorous gettering
Fig. 2 shows calibrated lifetime images of an as grown
mc-Si wafer and a gettered sister wafer from the first group.
Both images are taken with the same incident photon flux
(/ ¼ 2:3 1017 cm2s1). Comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), it
can be seen that the lifetime of intra-grain regions improves
after phosphorous gettering, due to the removal of impurities
in the bulk. While some GBs become more recombination
active, the opposite behaviour is observed in other GBs.
We extracted the PL intensity profiles across several
selected GBs and fitted the simulated PL profiles according to
the method described above to determine their corresponding
FIG. 2. Calibrated lifetime (in ls) image of (a) an as grown Al2o3 passivated
mc-Si wafer (b) a gettered Al2o3 passivated sister wafer. The same scale is
used for both images for direct comparison of the lifetime values. Ref. repre-
sents the reference region that is used for the calculation of the scaling
factor K.
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Sef f . We first applied our model to study the response of two
highlighted GBs (GB1 and GB2) to phosphorous gettering
under the same photon excitation condition. The fitting result
is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The simulated PL profile agrees
well with the measured PL profile, demonstrating the applic-
ability of the method. The small discrepancy between simu-
lated PL profile and the measured PL profile at regions very
close to the GB might be due to optical artefacts, such as the
focussing of the imaging lens or carrier smearing in the detec-
tor which has not been completely corrected for, which cause
blurriness in the acquired images especially at sharp features
such as a strongly recombination active GB. Our result shows
that while the Sef f of GB1 increases from 890 cm=s to
1810 cm=s, the Sef f of GB2 decreases from 1130 cm=s to
230 cm=s after phosphorus gettering.
Note that the extracted Sef f value only represents the
surface recombination velocity of a GB at a particular injec-
tion level. Even with the same generation rate, the excess
carrier density at GBs can be different after gettering due to
their variation in lifetime. To account for this, we applied
our model to six individual PL images of each sample taken
at different injection levels and determined Sef f of GB1
before and after gettering, as a function of injection level at
the GB. We used our model simulated minority carrier den-
sity at the GB to represent the injection level at which the
Sef f value was extracted. The result is shown in Fig. 5. GB1,
in general, becomes more recombination active after getter-
ing except at low injection ðDn 1 1014 cm14Þ, in which
case the recombination strength is largely unchanged. Before
gettering, GB1 exhibits a strong injection dependence, with
Sef f decreasing significantly as injection level increases.
This is similar to the recombination property of decorated
dislocations, in which the enhancement in the recombination
strength due to coulomb potential, created by the capture of
majority carriers by electronic states at the dislocation, is
thought to be reduced as the minority carrier concentration
increases.23 After gettering, the injection dependence is
much less pronounced, suggesting a possible change in the
origin of the recombination activity.
Note also the asymmetrical carrier profile on either side
of the GB, as can be observed in Fig. 4, due to variation in
the bulk lifetime between neighbouring grains. This variation
can induce errors in signal contrast methods but does not
impact the extracted injection dependent Sef f values. The
injection dependent Sef f of a GB represents the intrinsic
property of a GB and is independent of the lifetime of the
neighbouring grains forming the GB. The lifetime of the
neighbouring grains does not impact the recombination
strength of a GB directly, but indirectly through affecting the
carrier concentration at the GB due to the injection depend-
ent nature of the recombination properties of a GB.
There are two main limitations in applying the proposed
model to double-side passivated samples. Firstly, our method
assumes that the extracted PL profile is not affected by the
presence of other nearby electrically active structural
defects, such as a second GB. This would require the
selected GB to be located several diffusion lengths away
from other recombination centres. This can be satisfied by
selecting GBs located between two large grains. However,
carrier diffusion lengths can reach 1 mm or above in well
passivated samples, especially after gettering. This signifi-
cantly limits the number of GBs that can be studied.
Secondly, the injection dependent lifetime values of both
FIG. 3. Simulation fitting of GB1, as highlighted in Fig. 2, before and after
gettering. The PL signal is normalised against the average PL signal of the
highlighted reference region in Fig. 2, which is used for the calculation of
the scaling factor K. Note that the normalisation factors for the PL profiles
are different due to different lifetimes in the reference regions.
FIG. 4. Simulation fitting of GB2, as highlighted in Fig. 2, before and after
gettering. The PL signal is normalised against the average PL signal of the
highlighted reference region in Fig. 2, which is used for the calculation of
the scaling factor K. Note that the normalisation factors for the PL profiles
are different due to different lifetimes in the reference regions.
FIG. 5. Injection dependent Sef f of GB1, as highlighted in Fig. 2, before and
after gettering.
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neighbouring grains are used as input parameters for the fit-
ting. The quality of fit as well as the fitting result depends
strongly on the accuracy of the intra-grain lifetime values
used. The close proximity of other GBs can increase uncer-
tainty in these lifetime values, which in turn can lead to a
large uncertainty in the fitting result.
B. Single-side passivated sample
To account for the limitations stated above, we have
also applied our model to single-side passivated mc-Si
wafers with infinite surface recombination at the rear surfa-
ces, achieved by evaporating a thin layer of aluminum. This
significantly reduces the effective minority carrier diffusion
length within the samples, hence allowing more closely
spaced GBs to be studied. Moreover, this also reduces the
sensitivity of the fitting on the intra-grain lifetime, as the
carrier concentration on both sides of the GB is limited by
carrier transport to the rear surface, due to the infinite rear
surface recombination velocity. We chose to use mc-Si
wafers with a thickness of around 330 lm instead of the
more typical 180 lm wafers to allow for higher excess car-
rier densities inside the sample, which increases the signal
to noise ratio in the PL measurements. This also allows a
reasonable degree of carrier diffusion, preventing the region
of influence of the GBs from becoming too narrow to be
observed with the spatial resolution of the PL imaging
setup.
Fig. 6 shows PL images of such a single-side passivated
sample and a double-side passivated sister wafer, taken with
the same incident photon flux ð/ ¼ 2:7 1018 cm2s1Þ.
The PL image of the single-side passivated sample is much
sharper compared to the one in the double-side passivated
case, due to a large reduction in the carrier smearing as a
result of significantly shorter effective minority carrier diffu-
sion lengths. The significant reduction in carrier smearing
might also allow extending the work to characterise closely
packed dislocation networks or loops, which are otherwise
very difficult to study in well passivated samples due to the
overlapping influence of multiple dislocations. Fig. 7 shows
the measured PL profile and its corresponding profile fitting
for GB3, highlighted in Fig. 6(a). The bulk lifetimes
ðs1ðDnÞ; s2ðDnÞÞ of the neighbouring grains are required for
the profile fitting and were measured from a double-side
passivated sister wafer, Fig. 6(b), after applying the carrier
de-smearing technique.22 Good agreement is found between
the measured PL profile and the simulated PL profile,
demonstrating that our model can be applied not only on well
passivated samples but also on samples with strongly non-
uniform carrier density profiles depth-wise, provided that the
bulk properties and the boundary conditions are well known.
Fig. 8 compares injection dependent Sef f of GB3
extracted from a single-side passivated sample and a double-
side passivated sister wafer. The extracted values agree
reasonably well with each other. The small discrepancy may
be due to one of the following reasons. Firstly, for the single-
side passivated sample, due to the large variation in the car-







Þ, proposed by Bowden
et al.24 for determining lifetime in silicon bricks, to represent
the average carrier concentration at the GB. Different aver-
aging methods can lead to a different average value of the
FIG. 6. PL image of a (a) single-side passivated mc-Si wafer (b) double-side
passivated sister wafer. Ref. represents the reference region that is used for
the calculation of the scaling factor K. The PL signal is normalised against
the exposure time of each PL image. Note that the scales of the two images
are different.
FIG. 7. Simulation fitting of GB3, as highlighted in Fig. 6(a). The PL signal
is normalised against the average PL signal of the highlighted reference
region in Fig. 6(a), which is used for the calculation of the scaling factor K.
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excess carrier density and can influence the apparent injec-
tion dependence of the extracted Sef f values. Moreover, in
our model, we assume a constant Sef f value for the entire
GB. This might not be strictly true for GBs in single-side
passivated samples, as the carrier profiles are highly non-
uniform depth-wise and the Sef f of some GBs can be strongly
injection dependent, as shown above. The extracted SGB
hence only represents an average surface recombination ve-
locity of a GB over a range of injection levels. Furthermore,
due to the infinite surface recombination at the rear surfaces,
higher injection densities are difficult to achieve in a single-
side passivated wafer even with a high intensity illumination
source. This limits the studies of GB behaviour to low or
moderate injection levels.
C. Sensitivity studies
In order to determine the limitations of our proposed
method for quantifying the recombination strength of a GB,
the sensitivity of the PL profile for both double-side and
single-side passivated samples is evaluated. In the simula-
tion, we assume that the double-side and the single-side pas-
sivated samples have a thickness of 150 lm and 300 lm,
respectively, similar to the thickness of the mc-Si wafers
used in this work after chemical polishing. Both samples are
illuminated with the same incident photon flux,
2:7 1018 cm2s1, at 808 nm. Note that even with the same
incident photon flux, the injection levels in both samples are
different. Firstly, the sensitivity of the PL profile on SGB is
investigated, as shown in Fig. 9. The intra-grain bulk life-
times for both samples are assumed to be injection independ-
ent in this simulation and are set to be 300 ls. For the
double-side passivated sample, the PL profile is sensitive to
variation in SGB when SGB  1000 cm=s and only varies
slightly once SGB exceeds 2000 cm=s. This is due to the fact
that the recombination rate in the latter case is limited by the
transport of carriers to the GB rather than its intrinsic recom-
bination properties. On the other hand, the PL profile in the
single-side passivated sample does not saturate when SGB
increases, as shown in Fig. 9(b), implying that single-side
passivated samples are more suitable to study strongly
recombination active GBs.
Secondly, the sensitivity of the PL profile on the intra-
grain bulk lifetime is evaluated. In this simulation, we fix the
lifetime on one of the neighbouring grains for reference and
then observe the variation of the PL profile while changing
the lifetime of the other grain to a certain percentage of the
reference grain. Our result, as shown in Fig. 10, shows that
the PL profile on a double-side passivated sample is very sen-
sitive to the intra-grain lifetime. A 10% difference in the
intra-grain lifetime can significantly change the shape of the
PL profile. This suggests that uncertainty in the measured
intra-grain lifetime can result in a relatively large uncertainty
in the fitting. In contrast, the PL profile on the single-side pas-
sivated sample is less dependent on the bulk lifetime. As a
result, the fitting will have a higher tolerance for uncertainty
in the measured bulk lifetime.
V. CONCLUSION
We present a direct fitting approach based on the steady
state photoluminescence (PL) imaging technique and 2D
modelling of the PL intensity profile across a GB, to deter-
mine the effective surface recombination velocity ðSef f Þ of
GBs in multicrystalline silicon wafers. The method is dem-
onstrated on double-side passivated wafers and single-side
passivated wafers. The former allows evaluating Sef f of GBs
FIG. 8. Injection dependent Sef f of GB3, as highlighted in Fig. 6, extracted
from a single-side passivated sample and a double-side passivated sister wafer.
FIG. 9. Sensitivity of PL profile on SGB for a (a) double-side passivated wa-
fer (b) single-side passivated wafer. Only one side of the PL profile is shown
as the PL profile is symmetrical. The bulk lifetimes of the neighbouring
grains are assumed to be injection independent and are set to be 300 ls.
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as a function of injection level but is limited to less recombi-
nation active GBs located between large grains. The latter
allows more GBs or even some dislocations to be studied,
but only allows extraction of Sef f values of GBs at low or
moderate injection levels. It also requires a double-side pas-
sivated sister sample for extracting the bulk lifetime informa-
tion in the two neighbouring grains, as required for the
analysis. The methods are likely to be particularly useful for
quantitatively studying the responses of GBs and dislocation
networks to different cell processing steps, such as phospho-
rus gettering and hydrogenation.
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APPENDIX: MODELLING DESCRIPTION
The semiconductor is divided into multiple nodes in
both x and y directions, as shown in Fig. 1(b), for finite ele-
ment analysis. A summary of the equations used in the mod-
elling is given below.
1. Bulk equations
In 2D and under steady state conditions ðdnx;y=dt ¼ 0Þ,
the continuity equation can be written as:
dnx;y
dt




where x; y denotes the position of the node, nx;y is the excess
carrier concentration, Gx;y is the local excess carrier genera-
tion rate per unit volume, sx;y is the local bulk lifetime, n0 is
thermal equilibrium electron concentration, and Def f is the
effective carrier diffusivity.25 ðnx;y  n0Þ=sx;yðnx;yÞ represents
the bulk recombination rate. Def f ðnx;yÞ  r2nx;y represents
the rate of change of electron current flowing into the node.
The electron current, in general, consists of a diffusion term
and a drift term, both can be lumped together with the use of
Def f .
25 Here, we assume that any space charge regions near
the GBs26 are small in extent in comparison to the minority
carrier diffusion lengths, allowing us to avoid modelling the
impact of the space charge regions near GBs. In this work,
we adapt the carrier mobility model from Klaassen27,28 to





where Dn and Dp are the diffusion coefficients for electrons
and holes.
2. Boundary conditions
Surface recombination acts as another recombination
source in the nodes located at the surfaces or at the GB. The
continuity equation is modified accordingly to represent








Sf ront nx;y  n0ð Þ
Dy=2
¼ 0; (A3)
where Sf ront is the effective surface recombination velocity
of the front surface. Sf rontðnx;y  n0Þ=Dy=2 represents the
recombination rate per unit volume of the node induced by
surface recombination at the front surface. Equivalently, the








SGB nx;y  n0ð Þ
Dx
¼ 0; (A4)
where SGB is the effective surface recombination velocity of
the GB. SGBðnx;y  n0Þ=Dx represents the recombination rate
per unit volume of the node induced by recombination at the
GB. The difference between the volume of the nodes at the
front surface and at the GB leads to the factor of 2 difference
in the surface recombination terms in Eqs. (A3) and (A4).
FIG. 10. Sensitivity of PL profile on intra-grain bulk lifetime for a (a) double-
side passivated wafer (b) single-side passivated wafer. Sef f of the GB is set to
be 1000 cm=s. The bulk lifetimes of the reference grains are set to be 300 ls.
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3. Implementation
The carrier concentration of each individual node is
correlated to the carrier concentration of its adjacent nodes
through the r2nx;y term in Eqs. (A1), (A3), and (A4) and the
boundary conditions ðSf ront; Srear; SGBÞ, thus forming a sys-
tem of equations. The carrier concentration in each node can
be determined by solving this system of equations if each
local Def f , sx;y, and Gx;y are all known. The local generation
rate is calculated based on the incident photon flux, the
reflectivity at the front surface and the absorption coefficient
of silicon, or otherwise can be obtained from other modelling
tools such as OPAL.29 The effective carrier diffusivity in
each element is calculated through Eq. (A2). Note that the
effective carrier diffusivity and the bulk lifetime are both
injection dependent. This requires an initial guess of the
carrier concentration and solving the system of equations
through iteration until each local carrier concentration
converges. The model is implemented in Matlab. The aver-
age computation time is on the order of seconds, depending
on the grid size. Of course, it is also possible to use other
2D/3D simulation packages such as Sentaurus30 to simulate
the cases described in this work.
4. Modelling and fitting of the PL signal
The detected PL signal can be modelled based on the
local carrier concentration within a semiconductor. The rate
of spontaneous emission of electrons and holes via band-
band transitions can be expressed by,31,32
rsp x; y; hxð Þ ¼ a hxð Þ 
nSi







 px;ynx;yð Þ; (A5)
where a is the absorption coefficient for band to band transi-
tions,33 nSi, hx, h, c denote the refractive index, photon
energy, reduced Planck’s constant and velocity of light in
vacuum, respectively. Accounting for reabsorption and mul-
tiple reflections on both surfaces and assuming planar surfa-
ces, the photon flux per energy interval emitted by each




x; y; hxð Þ
¼ X
4p
1 Rf hxð Þ
1 Rf hxð ÞRb hxð Þexp 2a hxð ÞW½ 
rsp x; y; hxð Þ
 exp a hxð Þy
 
þ Rb hxð Þ

 exp a hxð Þ 2W  yð Þ
 
gDxDyDz; (A6)
with Rf ðhxÞ and RbðhxÞ being the spectral reflectivity of the
front and of the rear surface, W being the thickness of
the wafer, and DxDyDz represents the volume of the node.
The influence of free carrier absorption35,36 is neglected in
Eq. (A6) due to its minor impact and weak wavelength de-
pendence in the inspected wavelength range, coupled with
the fact that we use relative PL data. Here, we assume only
the photon flux emitted vertically from each node can reach
the detector due to the narrow escape cone at the silicon-air
interface and the large object distance from the imaging lens
which limits the solid angle of detection to within the col-
umn dimensions.37 This assumption can only hold for sam-
ples with planar surfaces.38 The solid angle of detection is
assumed to be constant across the sample surface, thus does
not impact the relative PL signal. Based on the assumptions
above, the PL signal at each pixel in a PL image is modelled
by integrating the photon flux emitted vertically from nodes
in the same column. The measured relative PL intensity at a
given coordinate x can be expressed as:
IðxÞPL; measured ¼ K  IðxÞPL;simulated; (A7)
where










x; y; hxð Þ
!
d hxð Þ; (A8)
with Qdetector being the quantum efficiency of the silicon
detector, Tf ilter being the transmittance of the filters placed in
front of the detector and K being a scaling factor. The scaling
factor K can be determined by comparing the measured PL
signal of a spatially uniform region with the simulated PL
signal, calculated according to Eq. (A8). This scaling factor,
in principle, is a constant and is homogeneous among differ-
ent samples. However, due to the fact that the scaling factor
is calculated based on various experimental determined
parameters such as the reflectivity and the bulk lifetimes
which are subject to a certain level of uncertainty, we applied
an individual value of K for each sample determined
by choosing a spatially uniform region in that particular
sample for improving the accuracy of the modelling of the
detected PL signal. The average value of the scaling factor K
extracted from both single-side and double-side passivated
samples presented in this work is 2:8 107, with a relative
standard deviation of 7%.
Based on Eq. (A7), the detected PL signal at each posi-
tion x can be calculated if the carrier density inside the
semiconductor is known, thus allowing modelling of the PL
profile across a GB. A list of parameters required for the fit-
ting is outlined in Table I.
TABLE I. A list of parameters required for the fitting.
Sample parameter
Spectral reflectivity of the front and rear surfaces Rf ðhxÞ;RbðhxÞ
Thickness W
Doping NA
Lifetimes of the neighbouring grains s1ðDnÞ; s2ðDnÞ
Measurement dependent parameter
Incident photon flux /
Transmission of the optical filter Tf ilterðhxÞ
Quantum efficiency of the detector QdetectorðhxÞ
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